“Lightning talks”
A Different View?

Danny Lites
Kansas City Southern Railway
How many of us remember the Game Fogger?
We are faced with the same kind of choices, but only with one life.
RAILROADS are no different as they face many obstacles on a daily basis.
They come in all shapes and sizes
It is not always of the wheel variety, but just as critical, to react to.
Officer on the Train Events

GCCI Classes

Positive Enforcement At crossings

Positive Enforcement At Industry crossings

Please report these type incidents to the KCS Critical Incident Desk or Dispatcher

877-527-9464
Visibility Issues
Complex Crossings
Crossings of Convenience and or Redundant Crossings
Sometimes we create them ourselves
Is this Patience or Wisdom?
CLOSED
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Danny Lites
Public Safety Director
Kansas City Southern Railway
318-676-6296
Dlites@KCSouthern.com